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Lamar University, Beaumont, Texas 77710
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An analysis of thermal energy localization induced by dynamic compaction of granular HMX is
given. Bulk compaction-induced dissipated energy predicted by a continuum model is locally
deposited within the compaction zone structure over the surface of grains, and the evolution
of the temperature field within grains is tracked. The integrated thermal energy of the grains is
constrained to locally equal that predicted by the continuum model. Based on predicted “hot-spot”
temperatures for steady, 1-D compaction waves, a simple two-phase thermal explosion analysis is
used to estimate the explosion threshold as a function of grain size and piston impact speed.
Predicted thresholds compare favorably with experimental DDT data for granular HMX.

INTRODUCTION
It is well accepted that dissipative mechanisms such as plastic deformation and friction
induced by compaction of granular energetic
solids give rise to regions of thermal energy concentration termed hot-spots. If the dissipation
rate is sufficiently high, the hot-spots will initiate combustion, possibly leading to detonation.
For weak compaction (< 50 hdPa) associated
with DDT in granular HMX (porosity 30%),
continuum mixture mociels predict or.ly small
bulk temperature rises (< 100 K ) , far below that
needed to initiate combustion (- 300 K). Thus,
predicted bulk dissipated energy must be localized to form hot-spots; this issue is discussed in
detail by Bdzil et al. [l]. Recently, Massoni et
al. [2] coupled a micro-scale model for both viscoplastic pore collapse and combustion with a
continuum DDT model, but due to its complexity it is unlikely that the energetics of the microscale and continuum models are consistent. We
take a simpler approach, focusing initially only
on compaction induced grain heating. To this
end, we 1) couple a bulk compaction model with
a micro-scale heating model, maintaining thermal energy conservation between the models, 2)
give predictions to illustrate the model, and 3)
discuss combustion implications based on a twophase thermal explosion analysis.
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COMPACTION MODEL
The 1-D compaction nude1 used in this work
is an extension of the model formulated by
Gonthier et al. [3]; as such, the reader is referred
there for details. Here, we briefly summarize the
extended model, focusing on issues relevant t o
the micro-scale modeling of compaction induced
heating.
The compaction model is given by
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The independent variables are time t and position x. Dependent variables for the granular
solid are density p; velocity u;pressure P ; total mass specific energy E = e u 2 / 2 , where
e is the mass specific internal energy; solid volume fraction 4; no-load volume fraction grain
number density ni (i = 1 , ..‘. , N); intragranuand equilibrium no-load vollar stress D($,
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ume fraction f(d,). Here,
is interpreted as
the inelastic component of solid volume fraction, introduced to account for dissipation in
the slow compaction limit. Quantities associated with the pure phase solid, denoted by subscript “s”, are related to the granular solid variables by ps x p/d,, P, = P/d,, and e, = e - B ,
where B($
= s,”‘ $d$‘ is recoverable compaction energy. The parameters pc and fi appearing in Eqs. (2) and (3) govern the rates of
relaxation to the equilibria P8 = P and f =
respectively. The system of equations is mathematically closed given the equations of state
P,(ps,
T ) and e s ( p s ,T ) ,where T is the bulk temperature of the granular solid.
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Equation (1) is a system of conservation expressions for the granular solid mass, momentum, total energy, and the grain number densities. The model of Ref. [3] differs only in that
it does not track grain number density. Here,
we assume that the material consists of spherical grains having N different sizes; each size is
characterized by its radius a, and number density n2. Granular bed morphology is tracked so
that bulk dissipated energy can be properly localized amongst grains. The grain description is
related to volume fraction by d, = ;T
a:n2,
which ensures that solid mass is locally conserved. We do not account for grain fracture,
largely for simplicity, though we recognize that
compaction experiments for granular HMX indicate substantial fracture. Equations (2) and
(3) are evolution equations for d, and
constructed so that irreversible compaction is compatible with the Second Law of Thermodynamics for the granular solid.
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We focus on compaction energetics which is
important for the development of the microscale model for grain heating. As we are primarily interested in low pressure compaction
(< 0.5 GPa) associated with weak initiation of
DDT, we assume an incompressible solid and
thus ignore compression work. It can be shown
from Eqs. (1-3),for an incompressible solid, that
the evolution of internal energy for the granular
solid is given by

de -- -de,
+dt
dt

dB
dt ’

(4)

where

+

Here, d / d t ( = d l d t u d / d z ) is the convective
derivative. Equations ( 5 ) and ( 6 ) describe the
evolution of bulk thermal energy and recoverable compaction energy, respectively. FVe are
particularly interested in Eq. ( 5 ) as bulk thermal
energy will be locally deposited amongst grains
to predict micro-scale heating. Entropy considerations indicate that each term on the right side
of Eq. ( 5 ) is dissipative. For slow compaction,
both dd,/dt 3 0 and P, - P 3 0; thus, the first
term on the right side of Eq. ( 5 ) has a negligible effect for slow compaction, but can be a
significant heat source for fast compaction. The
second term is a heat source for both slow and
fast compaction, and accounts for the substantial irreversible compaction observed in quasistatic experiments [4].

MICRO-SCALE HEATING MODEL
We give a micro-scale model for grain heating which tracks the evolution of thermal energy
within the N grain sizes due to prescribed surface and volumetric input:

Here, r is the radial coordinate, ei(z,r,t) is the
mass specific internal energy of the i t h grain size,
qi(z,r , t ) is the local energy flux, and &(z,T , t )
is the volumetric heating rate. Boundary conditions on the energy flux are pi(%,0, t ) = 0 and
q2(z,ai,t ) = qai. Both qai and Si are prescribed
such that the evolution of the integrated thermal energy within grains locally equals that predicted by the compaction model:

thus, the micro-scale and compaction models are
energetically consistent. Using Eqs. ( 5 ) and (7)
in Eq. (8), taking qai = - q j n ( Z , t ) and Si =
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all bulk dissipated energy at the grain surface
which will result in maximum localized heating.
We take pe = 1903 kg/m3; k = 0.502 W / m 2 / K ;
pc = 100 kg/s/m; and e, = c,T
q, with
c, = 1500 J/kg/K and q = 5.84 MJ/kg. For
brevity, the constitutive relations for both f (4)
and /3(+,
are not given here, but can be found
in Ref. 131. The following initial-boundary value
problem results:
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FIGURE 1.
through the compaction zone for a = 100 pm.
&(Z,

t ) (i = 1,.. . , N ) , and simplifying gives

gin = IC--

A dt

’ si, = (1- I C ) -4P- , de,
dt

(9)

where .4 = 4 n C 2 , n i a : is the grain surface
area per unit volume and IC is an energy partition parameter used to distribute the bulk thermal energy within grains. The limits IC = 0 , l
correspond to pure volumetric and surface heating, respectively. The micro-scale and continuum models predict identical results for IC = 0.

RESULTS
We perform an analysis of grain heating induced by steady compaction waves in granular
HMX. To this end, we solve the model equations
in the wave frame defined by the transformation
( = x - D t and v = u - d, where D is the wave
speed. As we assume an incompressible solid,
the analysis is restricted to compaction waves
propagating with speeds much less than the ambient solid acoustic speed (D 700 m/s). We
further assume that 1)
<< 1, where P, is
a characteristic compaction stress, 2) IC = 1,
and 3) qi = -k8T,/Or, where IC is thermal
conductivity. Based on the first assumption,
we replace Eq. (3) with the equilibrium condition 4 = f(4). The second assumption places
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(11)
where CY =
Boundary conditions for the
micro-scale model are 8TE/Or((,0)= 0 and
dT,/dr((, a,)= qin(<)/k. Initial conditions for
the unstressed granular solid are $ ( O ) = 0.655
and T,(O,r) = 300 K. The radial derivatives in
Eq. (1 1) are approximated using centered differences, and the radial coordinate for each grain
size is discretized into 200 evenly spaced nodes.
The system of equations is numerically solved by
a Method of Lines technique using the package
LSODE. We note that the compaction problem
given by Eq. (10) is independent of the microscale model. As the compaction problem is discussed in detail in Ref. [3], we focus here on
micro-scale heating.
To illustrate simple features of the model, we
consider a material composed of unisize grains
with a = 100 pm. Shown in FIG, 1 is the variation in surface heat flux qal = q t n ( { ) and surface temperature TI([, a) = T,(E) through compaction waves induced by four constant speed
pistons up. For each profile, the front of the
compaction wave is at E = 0 mm, and the structure exists for E < 0 mm. The heat pulse widths
in FIG. l(a) are indicative of compaction zone
lengths. For u p 2 100 m/s, a rapid temperature rise is predicted near the grain surface as
the ambient material is compacted. Maximum
temperatures are predicted to occur near the location of maximum dissipation where q z n ( ( ) is
largest. Subsequently, surface temperature decreases as qin + 0 and thermal energy is conducted to the cooler grain interior. Though not
shown here, grain temperatures equilibrate to

the bulk temperature as 5 -t -co. The peak
magnitude of both qtn and Ta increase with increasing u p ,whereas compaction zone length decreases.
For the results shown, most thermal energy
remains localized near the grain surface since
et 5 @ < 1. Materials composed of smaller
unisize grains (< 10 pm) are predicted to undergo mostly bulk heating since both et R 1 and
A in Eq. (9) is large (thus qzn is small), whereas
larger grains (> 150 pm) have intense localization near the grain surface.
To estimate the explosion threshold as a function of up based on predicted localized heating,
we perform a thermal explosion analysis €or a
two-phase reacting system. To this end, we use
the rate expression for HMX combustion given
in Ref. [5], and assume: 1)a well-stirred reactor;
2) an incompressible solid; 3) there is initially
no gas present; and 4) the solid and product gas
are in thermal equilibrium. The following explosion distance i is defined based on the estimated
thermal explosion time t^:
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FIGURE 2. Estimated explosion thresholds for
both single and multisize grain cases.
tiation will occur for i < l e x and insignificant
combustion will occur for i >> iex. The explosion threshold for the unisize and multisize
grains corresponds to u p = 157.8 m/s and u p =
91.1 m/s, respectively. Thus, the existence of
multisize grains reduces the piston impact speed
necessary for explosion. This result is due to
both bulk heating of small grains and localized
surface heating of large grains. The predicted
explosion thresholds are compatible with DDT
tube tests for granular HMX (&, = 0.65) which
loosely indicate a threshold near up = 68 m/s.

CONCLUSIONS
(12)
where 2 = 5 x 1O'O s-l is the pre-exponential
factor, Tt = 2.65 x lo4 K is the activation temperature, c U g = 1000 J/kg/K is the gas specific
heat, and T, is a characteristic hot-spot temperature. This estimate is valid for T,/Tt < 1.
Here, we take T, to be the mass weighted average of the maximum grain surface temperatures
within the material. Further, since thin thermal
layers near grain surfaces are difficult to numerically resolve, we approximate qzn(E)by the constant flux F = Jm
: qzn(E)dE,where IC is the
predicted compaction zone length, and utilize
an exact solution for the resulting thermal conduction problem. Numerical experiments have
shown this approximation to introduce less than
5% error. Results for both the unisize grain case
and a multisize grain case consisting of ten sizes
having a mean r d i u s of 100 pm is shown in
FIG. 2. The ten sizes were chosen based on the
HMX grain size data of Burnside et al. [6],with
minimum and maximum sizes of a1 = 0.5 pm
and a10 = 350 pm. For both cases, f rapidly
decreases with up. We identify the explosion
threshold by ;e+ = 1 cm, assuming prompt ini-

&

An energetically consistent analysis of compaction induced grain heating for HhIX was
given. Model predictions indicate that both
grain size and piston impact speed can substantially affect localized heating and thus the
explosion threshold. Though not computationally feasible for practical applications due to the
need to resolve thin thermal layers, the microscale heating model given here can be used as il
benchmark for the development of simpler heating models.
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